Hybridization of DNA at the surface of phospholipid monolayers. Effect of orientation of oligonucleotide chains.
We studied the properties of lipid monolayers formed at the air-water interface composed of dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) with incorporated short (19-mer) oligonucleotides. These oligonucleotides were modified by oleylamine at both (3' and 5') terminals or only at one (3') terminal. Interaction of single-stranded (19-mer) oligonucleotides without oleylamine with DOPC monolayers resulted only in slight increase of surface pressure and the area per phospholipid molecule, while more substantial and significant increase of these values were observed following incorporation of oligonucelotides modified by oleylamine. This influence is similar for both types of oligonucleotide modifications. However, considerable differences in changes of monolayer properties took place after hybridization with complementary oligonucleotides. The hybridization of oligonucleotides with the DNA modified by oleic acid at both 3' and 5' terminals at the surface of lipid monolayer resulted in further increase of surface pressure and in the increase of the area per phospholipid molecule, while decrease of both the surface pressure and the area per phospholipid molecules were observed for hybridization with DNA modified by oleic acid at 3' terminal. It is possible that in latter case, the hybridization caused the loss of hybridized molecules from monolayers. Interaction of noncomplementary chains with DOPC monolayers with incorporated oleyl acid-modified DNA also influenced the properties of monolayers, but the effect was weaker in comparison with that observed for complementary chains.